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Abstract: Once lithium-ion batteries degrade to below about 80% of their original capacity, they are
no longer considered satisfactory for electric vehicles (EVs), but they are still adequate for second-life
energy storage applications. However, once this level is reached, capacity fade increases at a much
faster rate, and the spread between the cell capacities becomes much wider. If the passive equalizer
(PEQ) from the EV is still used, battery capacity remains equal to that of the worst cell in the stack,
just like it was in the EV. Unfortunately, the worst cell eventually becomes much weaker than the cell
average, and the other cells are not fully utilized. If operated while the battery is in use, an active
equalizer (AEQ) can increase the battery capacity to a much higher value close to the cell average,
but AEQs are much more expensive and are not considered cost effective. However, it can be shown
that the bilevel equalizer (BEQ), a PEQ/AEQ hybrid, also can provide a capacity very close to the
cell average and at a much lower cost than an AEQ.
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1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles (EVs) begin to degrade much faster after
the capacity drops below about 80% [1–3], and manufacturers generally recommended
that they be replaced at this point. However, these batteries are still adequate for other
applications such as energy storage for the electric grid, and it is expected that vast numbers
of them will become available as EV usage increases [4–9].

Figure 1 is an example graph showing the EV and second life (SL) regions of operation.
Published plots of this type based on actual cell data are few since they are expensive
and time consuming to produce, but one such example from [2] is reproduced here in
Figure 2. Reference [3] shows a similar plot, although not based on data, and the study
in [10] shows results based on data from an accelerated life test. It is well known that the
capacity of a battery with a passive equalizer (PEQ) will be equal to that of the weakest
cell, as indicated in Figure 1. It also will be shown later by analysis and experimental data
that the bilevel equalizer (BEQ) described below can provide a battery capacity close to
the average of the cells, as indicated in Figure 1. As seen from Figure 1, the EV and SL
regions are very different, and this should be considered when designing the SL battery
management system (BMS) and its cell voltage equalizer (EQU). As used here, the term
“cell” refers either to a single large format cell or to a module consisting of several smaller
cells connected in parallel.

First, it is useful to consider the requirements for an EQU in an SL application. As
lithium-ion batteries age, two issues can cause their energy storage capacity to decrease:

1. Differences in cell self-discharge (SD).
2. Increased cell capacity fading (CF).
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Figure 1. Capacity vs. number of charge/discharge cycles for electric vehicle (EV) and second life (SL) operation. 

 
Figure 2. Capacity vs. number of charge/discharge cycles for 48 nickel manganese cobalt (NMC) 
cells. Cells from [2]. Reproduced with permission from [2]. 
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cell voltages to eventually diverge. This is because cells with higher SD will charge slower 
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cells. Cells from [2]. Reproduced with permission from [2].

SD refers to cell leakage current, and it requires the use of an EQU over the entire life
of the battery. Without an EQU operating at the cell level, differences in SD will cause the
cell voltages to eventually diverge. This is because cells with higher SD will charge slower
and discharge faster than those with lower SD. Since charging is limited by the maximum
cell voltage and discharge is limited by the minimum, this divergence causes the effective
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battery capacity to decrease over time. Therefore, there must be some form of equalization
at the cell level to mitigate this effect. Both passive equalizers (PEQs) that dissipate charge
in higher voltage cells and active equalizers (AEQs) that transfer charge between the cells
can do this, but PEQs are invariably used because of their much lower cost.

CF refers to the decrease in cell storage capacity that occurs with age and usage,
as shown in Figure 1, which shows how each of the individual cell capacities decrease.
Figure 1 also indicates the spread in cell capacities is usually not significant during EV
operation, but it can become quite large during second life. Only an AEQ or an AEQ hybrid
can mitigate CF, and only if it is operated while the battery is charging and discharging.
In addition, the AEQ currents must be higher than those for a typical commercial PEQ or
AEQ, and the AEQ must be bi-directional, i.e., it can add or remove charge from the cells.
During discharge, the AEQ adds charge to the lower capacity cells to reduce their rate of
discharge, and during charging it removes charge from these same cells to reduce their rate
of charge. This increases the charge and discharge times and thus the capacity. It will be
shown that if the above conditions are met, the bilevel EQU, an AEQ/PEQ hybrid, can
provide a battery capacity close to the cell average.

As indicated above, Figure 1 shows estimated plots for the minimum, average, and
maximum cell capacity vs. number of charge/discharge (C/D) cycles for a typical lithium-
ion battery during both EV and SL operation. The gradual CF in the EV region has
been attributed to lithium loss, and the more rapid CF in the SL region to active material
loss [1,2]. The EV and SL regions are sometimes referred to as the linear and nonlinear
regions, respectively [3]. Figure 2 reproduced from [2] shows actual experimental plots for
48 nickel manganese cobalt (NMC) cells tested in a laboratory setting. These data show
that the divergence in cell capacities becomes quite large in the nonlinear, i.e., SL, region.
Additional analyses of cell capacity decrease caused by age and/or usage are provided
in [10–12].

As shown from Figures 1 and 2, PEQs which provide a battery capacity the same as
the worst cell are adequate for EV operation since CF is not a major problem, and therefore
the EQU only needs to compensate for SD. However, CF becomes dominant in the SL
region, and there is a strong incentive to replace the original PEQ with an AEQ or AEQ
hybrid that can shift operation from the worst cell plot, A, in Figure 1 to the cell average
plot, B, in order to increase the battery lifetime. The problem, of course, is the much higher
cost of AEQs such as those described in [13–27]. Because of this, most SL users appear to
plan on using the original PEQs from the EV and accept the lower battery lifetime.

However, it will be shown below that the more recent bilevel EQU (BEQ) [28–32],
an AEQ/PEQ hybrid, can provide an economical method to shift operation to the cell
average plot, B, in Figure 1, and thus increase the battery lifetime, perhaps by about 50%.
To maximize the economics, the BEQ would become a permanent part of the SL installation.
Therefore, when an SL battery was replaced, the new battery would use the existing BEQ
in the SL installation instead of its original PEQ from the EV.

2. Bilevel Equalizer Operation

As noted above, a battery with only a PEQ will follow the minimum plot, A, in
Figure 1, i.e., the worst cell in the battery. However, it can be shown that a battery with
a BEQ will follow close to the average plot, B, if the BEQ is operated while the battery is
charging and discharging. To do this the BEQ uses the cell voltages to identify the cells that
need to be serviced while the battery is active. Since these are not the open circuit voltages,
this does not provide a precise value of the cell state of charge (SoC), but it does provide an
adequate measure of the cell SoCs, relative to each other. This works well for cells such as
nickel manganese cobalt (NMC) or nickel cobalt aluminum (NCA) whose voltage vs. SoC
plots have a significant slope, but it is not effective for lithium iron phosphate (LFP) which
has a very small slope over most of the SoC range. Of course, these batteries are expected
to be reconditioned to replace their weaker cells before entering SL, but additional and
significant capacity spread due to CF is still bound to develop during SL cycling and aging.
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Assuming EV operation ends when the capacity has decreased to 80%, Figure 1
indicates a BEQ (plot B) would increase the total number of EV cycles by only a few percent
above a PEQ (plot A). This is not cost effective and explains why virtually all EVs use
less expensive PEQs, i.e., EV batteries only need to mitigate SD, not CF. However, for
SL operation, the spread between plots A and B becomes much wider, indicating a large
advantage for an AEQ or a BEQ.

The hypothetical example in Figure 1 assumes the EV battery reaches 80% capacity
after 1000 charge/discharge (C/D) cycles. The battery is then removed from the EV,
reconditioned, and begins its second life. If it uses a PEQ during its second life between the
original 80% and 40% capacity values, it will continue to follow plot A until it reaches the
original 1375 cycle value. This provides an SL lifetime of only 1375 − 1000 = 375 cycles.
However, if the PEQ is replaced with a BEQ, second life follows plot B and ends at
1610 cycles. This provides a lifetime of 1610 − 1000 = 610 cycles, an increase of about 60%
more than the PEQ. A similar analysis was done using the two horizontal dashed lines in
Figure 2 from [2], one at 1.55 Ah (84%) and the other at 1.2 Ah (65%), i.e., SL would begin
at 84% and end at 65%. A PEQ would follow the worst cell plot and provide an SL lifetime
of 390 cycles. Assuming the average capacity is at the center of the 48 plots, a BEQ would
provide a lifetime of 584 cycles which is an increase of almost 50% above the PEQ.

The BEQ is an AEQ/PEQ hybrid that operates at two different voltage levels, thus the
term, bilevel. To implement a BEQ, the battery is divided into individual sections, each
with a few series connected cells, as shown by the block diagram in Figure 3 for a battery
with 4 sections. Typically, each section might consist of 4 to 10 cells, but larger numbers
also can be used. Each section has a separate PEQ to balance its own cells, and the section
voltages are balanced by AEQs. Thus, the PEQs compensate for SD at the cell level, and
the AEQs compensate for CF at the section level.
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Previous BEQ references, [28–32], described the basic BEQ functionality, but they did
not explain how the role of the PEQs is to provide cell-level SD compensation for the cells
within a section, and the role of the AEQs is to provide section-level CF compensation,
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i.e., two types of equalizers for two different problems. As will be explained later, this is
done to minimize cost. Cell level PEQs are cheap and adequate for SD, but more expensive
AEQs are required for CF. However, the AEQs in a BEQ are used at the section level instead
of the cell level to reduce their number, and thus their cost. The earlier references cited
above also did not have the benefit of a diagram similar to Figure 1 to show the lifetime
advantage of a BEQ over a PEQ in the SL region.

A wide variety of AEQs have been proposed [13–27], virtually all of which operate
at the cell level. Most of the drivers in these AEQs use some type of DC-DC converter
with a transformer, but the AEQ used in the BEQ uses a simple inductive driver without a
transformer. All of these previous references share a common problem in that they would
be much more expensive to implement than the inductive driver used in the BEQ. This is
especially true for the higher AEQ currents that are required for higher power designs and
the larger imbalances in the cell capacity that occur in SL applications. Ref. [13] uses an
isolated DC-DC converter with a transformer having multiple output windings to connect
to the cells; however, it would seem this transformer could be complex and thus expensive
for a large number of cells. The EQU in [14] is different from the others in that it uses a
matrix of relays to switch selected cells to either a single DC-DC converter or a resistor.
Although a technical success for its intended application, it proved to be a commercial
failure because of cost. The studies in [15,20,22] are survey papers for a variety of EQUs, all
operating at the cell level. References [16,17] are examples of integrated circuit controllers
for AEQs, again operating at the cell level.

Figure 4a shows the schematic for one of the AEQ inductive drivers for the BEQ,
and Figure 4b shows the IL current and Q1 gate drive voltage waveforms. More detailed
descriptions of circuit operation are provided in [28–32], but the basic process to transfer
energy from S1 to S4 is described in the following paragraph. The circuit in Figure 4a
corresponds to each of the drivers, 1–3, in Figure 3.

For driver 1 in Figure 4a to transfer energy from section S1 to S2, the field effect
transistor (FET), Q1, is switched on at the start of the first cycle in Figure 4b and turned
off at time T1. Because of the energy stored in the inductor, L1, IL continues to flow and
commutates to S2 via the parallel body diode in Q2. IL reaches zero at T2 once all the
energy has been removed from L1. Because of losses, (T2 − T1) is always less than T1, so
IL always reaches 0 before the start of the next cycle at Tg. If IL > 0 at Tg, IL for the next
cycle would have a higher peak value, Ip, and the current would become excessive on
subsequent cycles, i.e., the circuit would fail. Drivers 2 and 3 operate in a similar manner
to transfer energy from S2 to S4 in Figure 3.

The main reason cell-level AEQs are so much more expensive than PEQs is the cost of
the AEQ drivers, and the reason the BEQ is so much cheaper than cell-level AEQs is that
it uses very simple section-level AEQ drivers and fewer of them. For example, a 192-cell
battery might consist of 48 sections of 4 cells each. Therefore, a cell-level inductive AEQ
would require 191 drivers (number of cells—1), but the AEQ in a BEQ with 4 cells/section
would only require 47 drivers. If the BEQ used 8 cells/section, it would only require
23 drivers. Of course, a driver for eight cells will cost more than one for four because
L1 will be larger and Q1 and Q2 will require a higher voltage rating. However, analysis
shows that the additional cost is much less than 2×, so the BEQ with eight cells/section
would have a lower total cost. There is a cost/performance tradeoff however since each
section uses a PEQ at the cell level, and this means the section capacity is equal to that of
its weakest cell. Therefore, the BEQ with four cells/section will probably provide a higher
battery capacity than the one with eight.
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Figure 5 shows the circuit board for one of the inductive AEQ drivers in a BEQ with
four cells/section. The toroid at the bottom edge of the board is the inductor, L1, in
Figure 4a. The two FETs mounted on small heatsinks to the left of the toroid are Q1 and
Q2 in Figure 4a. Q1 and Q2 should be mounted close together to minimize the parasitic
series inductance between them. This is necessary to reduce the voltage transients that
occur across the FETs when they are switched. This particular board did not include one of
the optional features, so some of the footprints for certain parts are vacant.

If the necessary electrical connection points are available, the BEQ can be implemented
by adding an AEQ retro kit to the existing PEQ and changing the system software. When
the battery reaches the end of its second life, the same BEQ can continue to be used with a
replacement battery. The BEQ hardware would be the same for any battery of the same
capacity and number of cells, and it could be reprogrammed to accommodate different
manufacturers. Of course, some standardization of battery packs would enhance the ability
to accommodate batteries from various EVs.
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3. Battery Capacity with a BEQ

As noted above, a PEQ only provides a battery capacity equal to that of the weakest
cell in the entire battery. However, a battery with a BEQ is divided into sections, so a weak
cell only affects the capacity of its own section, and the section capacity is the same as
its weakest cell. The AEQ within the BEQ then operates at the section level to provide
a battery capacity almost equal to the average of the sections. This is illustrated by the
following examples.

A. Example 1

This example is for a discharge cycle for a battery with 4 sections, as shown in Figure 3,
and the analysis is the same for any number of cells per section. As noted above, the capacity
of each section is determined by its weakest cell since PEQs are used at the cell level within
the section, and this cell will have the lowest voltage in the section during discharge.

The four sections, S1–S4, have the following capacities: AH1 = 30 Ah, AH2 = AH3 = 45 Ah
and AH4 = 60 Ah. Three AEQ drivers, A, B and C, like those in Figure 4a are required,
and in this case, they will transfer charge from S2, S3 and S4 into S1. Since the PEQs only
operate at the cell level they do not affect the AEQ analysis at the section level.

Figure 6 is an equivalent circuit showing the equalization (or driver) currents, Ia, Ib
and Ic, between the sections, S1–S4, and the AEQ drivers, A to C. Because of losses, the
current exiting each driver is reduced by an efficiency factor, η, e.g., the average current
into A = Ia and the average current out of A = η × Ia. This can be seen from the inductor
current waveforms in Figure 4b. The difference between the section voltages, such as V1
and V2 in Figure 4a is small, so η is also essentially the same as the AEQ circuit efficiency.
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For example, the average value of the triangular current before T1 in Figure 4b would be
Ia, and the average value of the part from T1 to T2 would be η × Ia.
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Assume the following specifications:

ID = discharge current = 10 Adc.
T = discharge time.
η = AEQ efficiency = 0.9.

Maximum discharge capacity will be achieved if all sections reach full discharge at the
same time, and the AEQ ensures this by equalizing the section voltages over the complete
discharge cycle. Therefore,

(ID − η × Ia)T = AH1 (1)

(ID + Ia − η × Ib)T = AH2 (2)

(ID + Ib − η × Ic)T = AH3 (3)

(ID + Ic)T = AH4 (4)

Defining P = 1/T, 
η 0 0 AH1
−1 η 0 AH2
0 − 1 η AH3
0 0 − 1 AH4

·


Ia
Ib
Ic
P

 =


ID
ID
ID
ID

 (5)

Solving (5) for Ia, Ib, Ic, and P,

Ia = 3.5 Adc, Ib = 3.59 Adc, Ic = 3.69 Adc, 1/P = T = 4.382 h

The battery capacity = ID × T = 43.82 Ah, as compared to 30 Ah (same as AH1) when
only a PEQ is used, an increase of 46%. Note that the average capacity of the four sections
is 45 Ah so the BEQ provides a capacity within 2.26% of the average of the sections.

These calculated currents are the average values, but the actual AEQ currents do not
flow continuously since they switch on and off as the cell voltages vary during discharge.
Therefore, the AEQ circuit should be designed so that its maximum available current is
somewhat higher than the required average. For example, instead of designing to produce
a max current of 3.69 Adc, each AEQ driver should be designed to provide a somewhat
higher current, perhaps 4 Adc. This allows the driver to produce the required average
current as it switches on and off during discharge. If there were four cells/section, this
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value of 4 Adc would be economical for a BEQ with three AEQ drivers operating at the
section level, but it would be very expensive for a cell-level AEQ with 15 drivers. If there
were 10 cells/section, there would still be 3 drivers for the BEQ but 39 for a cell-level AEQ.

Another issue is the variation of the driver currents if they are unregulated. If the
cell voltage range is 4.2 Vdc at full charge and 2.8 Vdc at full discharge, this means the
driver currents would have decreased by about 33% by the end of discharge. Fortunately,
it is quite simple to design the AEQ controller so that the period, Tg, in Figure 4b is
inversely proportional to the battery voltage. As shown by the equation in Figure 4b, this
will keep the peak and thus the average driver currents virtually constant over the entire
voltage range.

B. Example 2

As expected, the required Ia, Ib and Ic will increase for higher values of ID. If ID from
Example 1 is increased to 20 Adc for another battery with the same AH rating at this higher
value of ID, (5) yields the following results,

Ia = 7.01 Adc, Ib = 7.19 Adc, Ic = 7.39 Adc, and T = 2.191 h

The capacity is still 43.82 Ah, but the required AEQ currents have doubled along with
ID. These currents are still technically feasible but obviously would be more expensive
to implement.

If the current limit of 4 Adc from Example 1 was used, the AEQ would still operate
properly, but the capacity increase would be less. With a limit of 4 Adc for all the AEQ
currents, S1 would reach full discharge first, so from (1),

(20 − 0.9 × 4)T = 30 and T = 1.829 h

Therefore, the actual capacity would be 20 × 1.829 = 36.58 Ah which is lower than the
43.82 Ah maximum, but still 22% higher than the 30 Ah provided by a PEQ.

4. Experimental Results

A BEQ lab prototype was developed and tested with a cobalt oxide Li-ion battery
with 24S-8P cells, i.e., there were 24S modules, each with 8P cells. Each “cell” of this
battery is actually a module consisting of eight Boston Power Swing 5300 cobalt oxide cells
connected in parallel. Each of these cells will now be referred to as blocks, and each has a
manufacturer’s C/5 rated capacity of 5 Ah each. These blocks were about 3 or 4 years old
and had experienced numerous charge/discharge cycles. A typical cell with 8P blocks is
shown in Figure 7.
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Since each block had a C/5 rating of 5 Ah, a cell with 8P blocks would have a C/5
rating of 40 Ah. This corresponds to a C/5 discharge current of 8 Adc, but these experiments
used a resistive load that provided an average current of 12 Adc. Because of the higher
discharge current and cell aging, it was estimated that the actual discharge capacity of each
block was only about 4 Ah, or a cell capacity of 32 Ah.

Estimated Discharge Capacity of each 8P cell module: 32 Ah (2.8 Vdc < Vcell < 4.0 Vdc).
Average discharge current: ID = 12 Adc.
Number of sections: 6.
Number of series connected cell modules/section: 4.
The BEQ specifications:
Number of AEQ drivers: 5.
AEQ equalization current: 3 Adc (this is the current flowing out of a section).
AEQ efficiency at a section voltage of 14 Vdc: 75%.
Nominal AEQ frequency: 16 kHz (varies with section voltage to regulate equaliza-

tion current).

A. Test #1

To compare the calculations with the experimental results, a test was performed with
a 25% imbalance by removing 2 of the 8P cells from module #9 in section S3. Therefore,
the capacity of S3 = 24 Ah, while all other sections remain at 32 Ah. Figure 8 shows the
equivalent circuit during discharge for this case. From Figure 8, using the variables similar
to those in Equations (1)–(5):

(ID + Ia)T = AH1 (6)

(ID − ηIa + Ib)T = AH2 (7)

(ID − ηIb − ηIc) = AH3 (8)

(ID + Ic − ηId)T = AH4 (9)

(ID + Id − ηIe)T = AH5 (10)

(ID + Ie)T = AH6 (11)

Defining P = 1/T, AH = AH1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, and U = unitary vector:

−1 0 0 0 0 AH
η− 1 0 0 0 AH
0 η η 0 0 AH3
0 0 − 1 η 0 AH
0 0 0 − 1 η AH
0 0 0 0 − 1 AH

·


Ia
Ib
Ic
Id
Ie
P

 = U × ID (12)
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Solving (12), Ia = 0.67 Adc, Ib = 1.34 Adc, Ic = 1.55 Adc, Id = 1.17, Ie = 0.67, and
T = 2.53 h. The capacity is 30.36 Ah as compared to 24 Ah when only a PEQ is used, an
increase of 26.5%. Note that the average capacity of the six sections is 30.67 Ah so the
BEQ provides a battery capacity very close to the average of the sections. Calculated and
measured results are summarized in Table 1, where Ieq = equalization current.

Table 1. Calculated and measured results for Test #1 and Test #2.

Test Case Calculated Measured

Test AH Ieq AH AH Gain Ieq AH AH Gain

#1 no BEQ 75% n/a 24 n/a n/a 23 n/a
#1 BEQ 75% 1.55A 30.31 26.3% 3A 27.2 18.3%

# 2 no BEQ 50% n/a 16 n/a n/a 15.07 n/a
#2 BEQ 50% 2.42A 28.68 79.3% 3A 21.2 40.7%

A full discharge test at an average ID = 12 Adc was first performed on the battery with
the BEQ replaced by a conventional PEQ. This was done simply by changing the software
and using only the PEQs. The measured PEQ discharge capacity was 23.0 Ah, as compared
to the 24 Ah value used in the calculations.

The PEQ was then replaced by the BEQ, and the battery was given a full charge and
then discharged at the same ID = 12 Adc. The measured discharge capacity was 27.2 Ah,
an increase of 18.3% above the PEQ test and 89.7% of the calculated value. Recall that for
the calculations, the 40 Ah rating was reduced to an estimate of 32 Ah due to aging and the
12 Adc discharge current instead of the C/5 value of 8 Adc. Apparently the 32 Ah estimate
was still slightly too high.

The calculations indicate an average AEQ current of 1.55 Adc is needed, so the actual
maximum DC value of 3 Adc should be adequate to produce a 1.55 Adc average over the
cycle (recall that the AEQ currents modulate on and off during the discharge period). The
results are summarized in Table 1.

B. Test #2

Now consider a more extreme case with a 50% reduction in S3, i.e., AH3 = 16 Ah.
Solving (12), Ia = 1.42 Adc, Ib = 2.83 Adc, Ic = 3.28 Adc, Id = 2.48 Adc, Ie = 1.42 Adc,

T = 2.39 h, and the capacity is 28.68 Ah. This indicates the maximum AEQ current of 3 Adc
will not be adequate to provide full capacity equalization. Calculated and measured results
are again shown in Table 1.

As before, a full discharge test at an average ID = 12 Adc was first performed on the
battery with the BEQ replaced by a conventional PEQ. The measured discharge capacity in
this case was 15.07 Ah, which was reasonably close to the predicted 16 Ah.

Next, a full discharge at ID = 12 Adc was done using the BEQ, but the discharge
capacity was only 21.2 Ah. This is considerably less that the calculated maximum of
28.68 Ah which required an average AEQ current of 3.28 Adc. Although the maximum Ieq
of 3 Adc is close to 3.28 Adc, it is still too low to achieve the calculated capacity. However,
it still provides 40.7% more capacity than it does with the conventional PEQ. Recall that to
obtain an average of 3.28 A the maximum Ieq must be significantly higher since the Ieq
currents do not flow continuously during the discharge period. To achieve the calculated
value of 28.68 Ah would probably require an Ieq of 4 or 5 Adc. These results are also shown
in Table 1.

5. Conclusions and Future Development

The BEQ is a hybrid that uses a PEQ to compensate for differences in SD at the cell
level and an AEQ to mitigate CF at the section level. This approach is used to reduce the
number of AEQ drivers and thus cost. The AEQ in the BEQ also uses a simple inductive
driver, and this too helps to reduce cost. Staged cell imbalance test results are shown
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for a 24-cell battery, and these show reasonable agreement between the calculated and
experimental results.

However, most of the proposed second life applications for used EV batteries appear
to plan on retaining the original PEQs from the EV. As with the EV, this limits the battery
capacity to that of the worst cell, whereas a BEQ could provide a capacity close to the cell
average which is much higher. Analysis shows that the difference in lifetime between the
worst cell and the cell average can become quite large in the SL region, and this means a
BEQ will provide a much higher number of cycles than a PEQ before the battery reaches
the end of its second life. Figure 1 shows hypothetical plots used to illustrate this difference,
and an analysis based on actual data from Figure 2 from [2] shows that this increase could
be in the range of about 50%. It would seem that this could greatly benefit the economics
of second life applications. The data in [2] were obtained under uniform temperature for
each of the cells, but it is well known that temperature variations within a battery lead to
even wider differences in cell capacity. This indicates the actual differences in cell capacity
for SL installations may be even greater than those in [2].

One problem is that published data similar to that in [2] seem to be very limited.
Reference [10] seems to agree with this, and in fact, a copy of the data plots from [2] is
also included in [10]. Data of this type are very important in estimating SL lifetime, but
obtaining them is both expensive and time consuming. This indicates the need for faster
and cheaper ways to perform these measurements. This is especially important in light of
the rapid changes in EV battery technology. New developments include new anodes using
lithium metal instead of carbon to increase energy density, and new lower cobalt cathodes
to reduce cost [33,34].

Since the BEQ hardware is basically an AEQ overlay on a conventional PEQ, it should
be possible to implement this with a retro kit along with new software. However, this still
might be difficult to implement unless the EV manufacturer makes provisions for this in
the original BMS design. Fortunately, several manufacturers have shown an interest in
the second life market since it provides an additional source of revenue, and some are
planning to use BMS designs that accommodate SL applications [9]. Perhaps some of these
will eventually include provisions for improved SL equalizers.
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